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Dear Readers,
For the seven-plus years that
Demeter has published, under some
adversity (although always in the
black), it has been an object of warm
critical praise and enthusiasm and
has been an example of feminism
flourishing in our community.
But now it is time to suspend
publication and we think that’s in
the community’s best interest. Let
us explain.
— There seems to be support in
the community, in the form of new
people with new energy, for a
different kind of paper. Different in
content, different in style, different
in focus. We feel the community
would be better served by
capitalizing on that energy and
enthusiasm and doing it now.
— Many members of the com
munity have strongly-held views on

what Demeter is. We’ve heard
people describe it as being every
thing from a lesbian paper to a voice
for the establishment. Whether
these views are right or wrong (and
we think both assessments are
incorrect) doesn’t matter. What
matters is that people bring with
them ideas on what Demeter is. It
seems that only a new paper — with
a new name — can escape that.
— Our non-profit, tax-exempt
corporate status has imposed a
burdensome weight on the paper.
While that status is useful for
promoting concerts and other
events, it has proven to be more of a
liability than a help for publishing a
newspaper. It is just too limiting to
be useful.
— People have wanted to plug
into the paper yet didn’t feel they fit

into the existing structure. Starting
a new paper will allow people to
participate in new ways, to set up a
new structure better able to ac
commodate the talents and energies
of those who want to be involved.
— Things have a natural lifespan
and we think, after more than seven
years, Demeter has reached the end
of its natural life. That’s not a bad
thing. Let’s make way for the new.
We feel strongly that the feminist
media is needed more now than
ever. But we feel confident that
Demeter's departure does not

represent one less voice for women,
but rather the end of one voice and
the beginning of another. We feel
that our community will continue to
be served by a newspaper and we
feel good about that.
The new paper, to be called
Voices, plans to start publishing in
October. Current subscriptions will
be honored, as will advertising
contracts.
We are concerned about the
isolation of women from each other,
the silencing of women’s voices and
(Continued on page 4)
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New Paper Planned
Several meetings have been held
in conjunction with the discon
tinuation of Demeter and the
planning for a new women’s
newspaper on the Monterey
Peninsula. At a meeting held at the
YWCA in late June, Carol Joynson
and Linda L. Crowe provided their
thoughts on various editorial
structures,
funding
means,
distribution and an optional format.
The possible creation of a new
women’s publication, one which
would ultimately support itself and
provide remuneration to its con
tributors, was met with enthusiastic

response. More meetings are
scheduled to examine actual
editorial policy, develop the
mechanics of operation and to
provide opportunities for women to
be a part of this new enterprise.
Further information on the
meeting times and places can be
obtained by contacting either Carol
or Linda at 649-1029 or 372-5947.
The new energy surrounding this
time of change is very satisfying,
and all women are invited and urged
to attend the meetings to provide
their input, their skills, and their
knowledge for this new publication.

Setting up the press for our first tabloid issue

We Create Change
By Marcia Galvin
In May of this year, about 30
students from two Women’s Studies
classes signed a petition supporting
the affirmation that Kate Miller
would be given the Teacher of the
Year Award.
Kay Lynne, Pearl Mitton and
Trish Knight rushed through to
create the five-sentence essay full of
wonderful adjectives, and they
dropped the papers at the proper
place just in time.
Soon after, I was in Kate’s class
sitting next to the door, and we
were all in a half circle watching a
movie when someone entered and
zapped on the lights.
Pearl yelled above the movie,
“Excuse me! Excuse me!” Kate
turned the projector off, and Pearl
approached her saying, “You have
been selected as teacher of the
year.” Kate looked astonished and
disbelieving; she became pale and
looked with questioning eyes.
Pearl gave her 18 long-stemmed
maroon roses as Kate reached,
received and held them as I’ve seen
women lovingly hold babies. She
thanked Pearl and everybody in the
room with eye contact and a sincere
smile from her soul.
At least half of the women in the
class, myself included, had happy
tears in our eyes as Kate
acknowledged that we, the
students, did it.
Kate Miller was chosen Teacher
of the Year by the MPC students.
This is the first time in the history
of the college that this award has
been given to a woman and to any
part-time instructor. Part-timers
are in a non-tenured status; there
are few women in full-time, tenured
positions at our community college.
I believe the timing was right.
Until March 14, 1984, we weren’t
sure if the anthropology course in
Women’s Studies would continue to
be part of the curriculum. There
was evidence that some people in
the administration did not think it
was an important course.
The March 14 meeting, im
mediately following Women’s
History Week, resulted in a victory
for women. The room was full of
women who believe we have a right
and a need to learn history from a
woman’s focus, and women spoke up
about it. The result was a vote and
the decision to put “Images of
Women in a Cross-Cultural Per
spective” permanently in the class
schedule.
As Kate walked to accept her
award during the MPC graduation
ceremony in June, all of the women
who teach Women’s Studies classes
stood. Jenny Bimbach, Paula
Butterfield, Elisabeth Holm and

Lynda Marin all were smiling
happily. People who weren’t
graduating, people who don’t attend
college, people who were Kate’s
former students and people who had
never been to a graduation before
came to share the joy and
celebration of women’s rightful
place in past and present history.
.For me, this is what Kat’e award
symbolizes. It is a validation and a
chance to be visible to people to
whom we are invisible.
Kate said at the commencement
exercises that we were there to
celebrate our success, but also to
help others. The student she chose
to receive the Teacher of the Year
Scholarship was Roxanna Prera, a
courageous and persevering
Guatemalan woman, the mother of
two, who works and goes to school.
Kate asked Roxanna to stand so
that we could acknowledge and
support her.
Roxanna told me that she will
need to continue working. Her goal
is a bachelor of arts degree in
business, because she believes that
she will be able to be of the most use
to other women in that area. She is
concerned that women who do not
have money do not receive the help
they need, and she believes she can
help to change that.
In Kate’s acceptance speech, she
said, “I have a wonderful job.” After
the ceremony, she expanded on
that. “I was delighted about the
award, as it speaks to the en
thusiasm that students have for
Women’s Studies,” she said.
Kate has been teaching at MPC
since 1976. She has also taught at
Gavilan College in Gilroy, Hartnell
in Salinas and Antioch in Pacific
Grove.
She is “interested in all aspects of
women’s history and culture, with
particular emphasis on the
astonishing range of diversity in
women’s experience as well as the
commonalities which are shared
across cultural boundaries.”
This fall, Kate will teach “a
community class on the issues in
women’s lives and biographies of
women who have stepped outside
the boundaries of the ‘expected
roles’ for women in so many dif
ferent cultures. I’m looking forward
to having time for study and
research.
“My job is wonderful because I
am consistently in contact with
women who are focused on learning.
They have courage and persistence,
unlearning
stereotypes
and
prejudices,
creating
new
possibilities for themselves and
others. So every day I see file-power
of positive change working in
people’s lives.”
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Demeter is a feminist newspaper published on the Monterey Peninsula.
Our goal is to provide a forum for the exploration and formation of
feminist issues and concerns and to provide information on events of
interest to the women’s community. Opinions expressed are those of the
individual authors and not necessarily those of Demeter. We welcome
input from the community and will consider for publication material of
interest to women which is not sexist, racist, ageist or homophobic in
content. Material should be typed and double spaced. We reserve the
right to edit copy but will contact the author if major changes are
required. Please include name, address and phone number. Material will
be returned only if the author specifically requests it. Demeter is a non
profit, tax-exempt corporation. All contributions are tax deductible.
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Kate Miller with Roxanna Prera

Women’s Studies
By Paula Butterfield
Fall is traditionally a time to
devote ourselves to learning, and
what better to learn about than
ourselves? Women’s Studies classes
at Monterey Peninsula College offer
women in our community the op
portunity to learn about our history
and culture, as well as our bodies
and minds.
Kate Miller’s “Women in Cross
Cultural Perspective” will be held
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, from
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Learn about
women in Africa, Asia, the Mideast
and Latin and tribal Americas.
“Literature-Composition 102”
emphasizes literature by and about
women. Lynda Marin will teach this
class, which provides a context for
appreciating fiction, drama and
poetry, and to learn to evaluate and
write about them. This class will be
on Mondays and Wednesdays, noon
to 1:30 p.m. The prerequisite is a
passing grade in English 101.
In “Letters and Journals: Lives of
Women in Their Own Words,”
students will not only study the
letters and journals of little-known
and famous women, but will also
keep their own personal histories.
An eight-week course, “Women’s
Health Issues,” offered by Margot
Edwards, will meet Thursday
evenings from 7 to 10 p.m., August
29-Oct. 17. This semester, health
issues to be covered include:
nutrition, the advantages and
disadvantages of common medical
tests, an update on PMS. Birth
control, gay women’s concerns,
childbirth over 30, menopause and
osteoporosis.
Jennifer Birnbach will offer two
sections of “Psychology of Women.”
The day class will be held from 9:4011 a.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
and the evening class will meet on
Thursdays from 7 to 10 o’clock. Now
you have two chances to learn about
the biological and societal factors
that influence our behavior.
I will teach “Women in History,”
which deals with women in the

ancient Mediterranean societies of
Mesopotamia, Egypt, Greece and
Rome, on Wednesday evenings from
7 to 10 o’clock. This is the only
women’s history course offered this
semester.
I will also offer a companion
course, “Images of Women in
Western Culture” (erroneously
listed in the catalog as Images of
Women in American Culture). The
class deals with women in the arts
(fine arts, dance, music and drama,
with new sections about women in
advertising and women in ar
chitecture) throughout Western
culture. “Images of Women” fulfills
the humanities requirement for the
AA degree.
In-person registration for fall
semester at MPC will take place
August 19-21 (Monday through
Wednesday), noon to 7 p.m., in
Lecture Forum 102, according to the
alphabetical system shown here.
Remember, you may register at the
time assigned for you by last name,
or any time thereafter, but not
before.
I wonder if students are aware of
how much we Women’s Studies
instructors enjoy our classes? We
have so much wonderful information
to share, and it is exciting to meet
and get to know the students who
will in turn be teaching us this
semester. It is terribly disap
pointing for students and in
structors alike to show up for the
first day of class only to find that it
was cancelled for lack of enrollment.
It is important that students pre
register for Women’s Studies
classes in order to insure that each
meets the 15-student quota. Each
instructor has lovingly prepared her
class, and we have painstakingly
organized a schedule in which none
of our classes overlap.
If you are going to take a
Women’s Studies class at MPC this
fall, please make the effort to pre
register so that we will have the
opportunity to share our classes
with you.

TIME

TUESDAY
August 19

WEDNESDAY
August 20

12 Noon—1 p.m.

E. F. G

S

1—2 p.m.

H, I, J

T

2—3 p m.

K, L

U,V,W, X, Y,Z

3—4 p.m.

M

A

4—5 p.m.

N

B

5—6 p.m.

O. P

C

Q. R

D

6—7 p.m.

THURSDAY
August 21

NO

ALPHA

SYSTEM

Registration schedule by first letter of last name

HOLLY NEAR
Redwood Records will hold its
first music festival. Redwood ’85, on
Sunday, Sept. 15 at noon, at the
Greek Theater, UC Berkeley.
Founded 13 years ago by Holly
Near, Redwood has been working
ever since to make and distribute
music for social change. Over the
past several years it has expanded
to more fully embrace the concept of
thinking globally and acting locally.
To that end, it will present this
international and multi-cultural
festival, featuring artists whose
music is distributed by Redwood
Records: Holly Near, Ronnie
Gilbert, Sweet Honey in the Rock,
Inti-Illimani (Chilean), Ferron and
her Shadows on a Dime Band
(Canadian), Arlo Guthrie, Judy
Small (Australian), and Linda
Tillery and her band.

Progressive music can open
hearts and minds, inspiring us to be
part of a world community of people
working for peace and liberation. It
is hoped that Redwood ’85 will
contribute to building that kind of
community by providing a great
afternoon of music in the sun to
celebrate our visions and honor our
dreams.
Culturally and politically, that
weekend is particularly significant
as it includes Mexican Independence
Day (Sept. 16), Rosh Hashanah
(Jewish New Year which begins at
sundown on the 15th), and com
memorates the 12th anniversary of
the coup in Chile and the third
anniversary of the massacres at the
Sabra and Shatila Palestinian
refugee camps.

Holly Near and Ronnie Gilbert

Walk /Run: A Spirited Race
On Saturday, August 3, the
YWCA of the Monterey Peninsula
will hold its sixth annual Women’s
Walk-Run. This event is open to
girls and women of all ages and
ability levels.
The event will consist of a 5,000
meter (5K) walk and run and a
10,000 meter (10K) run. The event

begins at 9 a.m. on Saturday with
registration starting at 7:30. The
gently sloping course begins and
ends at Lovers Point in Pacific
Grove and follows the edge of the
Monterey Bay.
Ribbons will be given to all
finishers. There will be medals
awarded to first-place winners in

each category.
Pre-event registration is now
under way at the Y office in Mon
terey. The $7 registration fee in
cludes
an
event
T-shirt.
Registration will be $8 on race day,
but participants are urged to pre
register.
Proceeds will benefit all Y

The starting line at last year’s YWCA walk-run

programs, including the domestic
violence program, the women’s
center and the library.

Registration forms and further
information can be obtained by
calling or stopping by the Y at 404
Camino El Estero, Monterey, 6490834.
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Anti-War/Anti-Woman?
By Penny Ellsworth
Some of them come saying, Peace
and Unity,
But there ain’t no peace to find.
Many are called, few are chosen.
You’ve got to beware of wolves in
sheep’s clothing.— Judy Mowatt

The Sterling Institute — named
for its founder, A. Justin Sterling —
has a number of chapters around the
United States and Canada, including
one in Santa Cruz. The institute
sponsors introductory open-house
meetings at $100 a head, followed by
sex-segregated workshops (“Men,
Sex and Power” and “Women, Sex
and Power”) at $400 a head per
weekend seminar.
Why the steep prices? Justin
Sterling: “How much is peace worth
to you? The truth is, I am financing
a quiet revolution here, and you’ll
just have to trust me about how I
use the money.”
What’s the nature of this “quiet
revolution?” Well, according to
Sterling, men are driven to personal
and global violence by women who,
in abandoning the supportive
feminine role, have reduced men to
“mush.” (“Twenty years ago,
women said, ‘OK, the next step is to
emasculate men’.”) Therefore, the
key to universal harmony lies in
traditional sexual relationships:
dominant male-subservient female.
(“A man’s job is to control his
woman when she needs it. . . But a
man can only control a woman when
she gives him permission.” And if
she doesn’t give permission, she’s

selfish, bitchy and anti-peace.)
Exactly where lesbians and gay men
fit into this picture is unclear;
perhaps they’re supposed to imitate
the dominant-subservient model of
heterosexual relationships?
Whomever Sterling fails' to
seduce with glowing visions of a
peaceful world, he crushes with
Wally George-style tantrums.
Female questioners are “bitches,”
male questioners are “pussies.”
(“Don’t you want your balls back?”)
And this is only what goes on in
open-house sessions. The seminars
are shrouded in Mafia-like secrecy,
with graduates being compelled to
sign an oath of silence regarding the
content of the seminars.
Well, what of it? There’s nothing
new in Sterling’s glorifying the “soft
power” of feminine docility while
accusing independent women of
“emasculating men,” “trying to be
men;” generations of anti-feminists
(Jean-Jacques Rousseau, George
Gilder, etc.) have said as much.
Besides, if you’re against the man
and his message, you’ve only got to
avoid him, right?
It’s not that easy. Sterling
Institute graduates are required to
recruit new members — and to this
end, they are infiltrating the peace
community. Santa Cruz alone
contains 60 Sterling “support
teams” under the umbrella of the
“Global Awareness Team” which,
this past spring, initiated the
“Possibilities for Peace Event” at
Louden Nelson Center (featuring
the Peace Quilt and the play, Peace
Child).
Women are in the vanguard of the

Demeter
(Continued from page 1)
the fragmentation of women’s
communities formed over the last 10
years. This is what the people in
political power want. To that end,
Demeter Resources will continue to
exist as a non-profit, tax-exempt
corporation, but will focus on
promoting concerts, a film series,
perhaps a discussion group, and
other such events.
We have done some of this over
the years, but not nearly to the
extent that we wanted, because we
didn’t have the energy to put out
the paper and organize events, too.
Now that others have taken over
responsibility for the paper, we can
concentrate on other things. That
sounds like fun.
We can still be reached at our
current address: P.O. Box 1661,
Monterey, 93940. We plan to close
our Pacific Grove office in the near
future, but hope to find other
quarters in the fall. Our phone
number remains the same: 375-5629.

We present this retrospective as
a farewell keepsake and thank you
to subscribers, contributors and
advertisers. Feminist newspapers
are historic. It's been exciting to
be a part of “Herstory,” and more
importantly, to record it.
Thinking back to the exhausting
labor, even involved in
changing our format in June of 1979
and again in April of 1981, we
remember someone asking us,
4 — Demeter — Summer, 1985

“What’s the guarantee your paper
will last?”
None, we said, but we added that
it would not make it any less
meaningful to do. We still believe
what we believed then: it was
worthwhile despite not lasting into
perpetuity.
How glad we are to have worked
on the paper all these years (seven
plus for J.T., a founding member,
six for Joan). Working with women
like Polly Parker and Kate Miller
has been a wonderful experience for
us — a learning, growing time in our
lives.
It has been a joy to publish the
unique styles of women writers, to
feature women from all walks of life,
to change and challenge the concept
of news worthiness, to balance socalled “objective” male-dominated
media. To assume a common ground
and start at that level. To acquaint
the community with feminism and
feminists with each other. To be an
advocacy newspaper.
More than anything, Demeter has
been a chance to showcase feminists
and feminist issues. The community
never failed to respond as all copies
of the paper were quickly picked up
each month. We always liked the
idea of reaching new people, to win
“converts” to feminism. We hope
Demeter did so. We trust the new
paper will.
Without information, feminists
cannot act.
j.T. Mason
Joan Weiner
Co-editors

peace movement. Since Justin
Sterling maintains that women in
leadership positions are usurping
the male role, his motives for joining
the movement are decidedly open to
suspicion. Get back under, uppity
women, and leave the decision
making to Daddy.
How much is peace worth to you,
sisters — is it worth selling out your
feminism, allowing yourselves to be
co-opted by a male supremacist
front group? If not, educate
yourselves and other activists about

the Sterling Institute and where it
is really coming from; learn to see
through bribery, recruitment
pitches and brainwashing tactics;
warn them not to try using the
peace movement as a platform for
their sexist propaganda.
Point out to one and all the idiocy
of believing that the evils spawned
by patriarchy — from rape and wife
beating to the nuclear arms race —
can be cured by a bigger dose of
patriarchy. Remember: you can’t
buy peace with Sterling silver.

Alert!

By Linda L. Crowe
California motorists will be
required to provide evidence of
automobile insurance as of July 1,
1985, when enforcement of SB 850
takes effect. This new law will, for
the first time, allow law en
forcement officers, the Department
of Motor Vehicles and the California
court system the opportunity to
enforce California’s financial
responsibility law.
SB 850 will impose severe
penalties for motorists who violate
current law and drive without in
surance. The law requires every
motorist to be able to prove that she
or he possesses financial respon
sibility upon the request of a law
enforcement officer when stopped
for a moving violation. If the driver
does not possess proof of financial
responsibility, the officer will cite
the driver and the motorist will be
subject to a fine of between $100
and $250, in addition to the fine for
the violation.
The driver must then prove to the
court that she-he had insurance at
the time the citation was issued or
must pay the fine and provide proof
of insurance to the Department of
Motor Vehicles in order to retain
her-his license. If such proof is not
filed with the DMV, the Depart
ment will suspend the motorist’s
license until such time as proof of
financial responsibility is submitted.
Proof of financial responsibility is
defined as the name of the insurance
company and the insurance policy
number for the vehicle or, if a driver
is self-insured, the certificate of
deposit number issued by the DMV.

Furthermore, the DMV is also
authorized to conduct random
audits of those motorists who are
cited to verify they have financial
responsibility. If a motorist is found
to have given false information, shehe may be subject to a driver’s
license suspension and prosecuted
for a misdemeanor penalty with a
fine of up to $500 and 30 days in jail.
What this law really comes down
to is this — while California has
never required that anyone carry
automobile insurance, the state has
required that you provide evidence
of financial responsibility. In other
words, failing to purchase auto
insurance, you may contact the
Department of Motor Vehicles and
post evidence of your ability to pay
for whatever damages you may
cause to other people or their
property. This new law forces
motorists to prove their financial
responsibility.
You will be expected to provide
your policy information if you are
stopped for any traffic violation or if
you are involved in an accident. You
should contact your agent for an
insurance identification card or put
a photocopy of your current in
surance policy in with your motor
vehicle registration certificate. If
you don’t already have insurance, it
is important that you obtain it now.
Remember this — the cost you
may incur in fines is considerably
more than you will probably have to
pay for an automobile liability in
surance policy. If you have any
questions about the new law, you
may call me at 375-2446 any mor
ning, or your insurance agent.

California’s New
Financial
Responsibility
Law Affects
Motorcyclists, Too!
It specifies:
NEW LAW effective JULY 1, 1985,
If you are stopped for ANY MOVING VIOLATION and cannot
provide evidence of financial responsibility (liability ins.)—
e YOU WILL BE SUBJECT to an additional fine of at least $100
• YOU MUST PROVIDE proof of financial responsibility (Lia. Ins.) for a
period of three years to the DMV.
e Giving FALSE information to the police is a crime and may result in a
$500 fine and/or 30 days in jail and suspension of driver's license for
1 year.

PRESENT LAW
If you are NOT insured and have on accident—
• Your license WILL BE SUSPENDED for 1 year
o You must file and maintain proof of financial responsibility (such as
insurance) for 3 additional years after a one-year suspension.
• Your claims against others could be delayed until other drivers' and
passengers’ claims are determined.

Many cyclists are totally unaware of the new law.

DEMETER
A Retrospective
After more than seven years and
80 issues, Demeter is suspending
publication. As with every goodbye,
there is a mixture of sadness and
excitement — the sadness of letting
go and the excitement of an-

isolated and more unified.
Recently, however, that progress
has been threatened. Planned
Parenthood was forced to close its
Seaside office because of funding
problems. The Peninsula chapters of

Our first issue, April 1,1978

ticipating what lies ahead.
In putting together this
retrospective, we looked through
our back issues with a sense of pride
and fulfillment. It was a pleasant
reminder of the good work we’ve
done over the past seven years.
We’ve changed dramatically since
we first appeared in April of 1978,
under the cumbersome name “The
Women’s
Resource
Center
Newsletter.” Then we distributed
200 copies of a six-page photocopied
newsletter. From that humble
beginning we’ve grown to a 16-page
printed tabloid. Though our format
has changed, our purpose has
remained constant.
Our goal was to provide a forum
for the exploration of feminist issues
and concerns and to provide in
formation
on
events
and
organizations of interest to the
women’s community.
Quickly realizing a new name was
needed, we chose Demeter after
much research. Demeter is the
goddess of growth, the goddess of
the fertile soil. Like her, we wanted
to promote the growth of a feminist
community, to bring together
different women’s groups, thereby
creating a more unified and ef
fective force for change. We wanted
to provide fertile soil so that the
seeds of feminist thought could
germinate and thrive in the Mon
terey Bay area.
Toward these ends, we feel we’ve
been successful. Monterey is
blessed with a strong women’s
community. We’ve become less

much of the work. Not only does this
cause burn-out, but it doesn’t serve
the community when so few women
consistently take the responsibility
and make all the decisions for a
“community” newspaper.
Recently, there seems to be a
surge of enthusiasm for a women’s

Our ‘new’ image, June, 1979

both the National Organization for
Women and the National Women’s
Political Caucus have become
inactive. The Carmel Valley
Women’s Resource Center and the
Family Resource Center are in the
midst of severe financial problems.
Under
the
current
ad
ministrations in Washington and
Sacramento, these problems are not
likely to be solved soon. That’s why
it is particularly important not to
lose touch with one another, to have
alternative media that is not merely
interested in maintaining the status
quo but will look at change as both
possible and positive.
For'these reasons, the staff at
Demeter continued to publish long
after there was the energy to do so.
We were afraid that if we stopped
doing the work, no one else would
continue it, and that without contact
we would lose even more of our
hard-won gains.
The work has been rewarding,
but now it is time for a change.
Over the years, we’ve had the
opportunity to work with some
creative, wonderful women —
women from various backgrounds
who brought their unique style and
commitment to make Demeter
diverse and interesting. And though
we still have a good crew working
on various aspects of the paper
(distribution, production, etc.),
many former staff members moved
away from the area or had economic
pressures eat away at their
volunteer time. The end result is
that too few people have done too

newspaper in our area — new ideas
and new people. They have held
meetings to plan and create this
new entity in a, way that will best

represent our ever-changing
community. It’s a perfect time for
people to plug into this group, to
have an impact on the new paper.
The story on page 1 of this issue
gives names and numbers to contact
if you are interested in getting
involved.
We are happy to see this happen.
We see this as a time of expansion.
Not only will there be a women’s
newspaper, but we will be able to
bring more entertainment to the
area through Demeter Productions.
In the planning stages are more
concerts, a film series, a speakers’
forum and political discussion
groups.
We want to thank all of you who
have contributed to Demeter. If you
subscribed, wrote articles and
letters, advertised or merely read
the paper once in a while, you
helped to end the isolation for many
women and create the possibilities
for change.
We started Demeter on April
Fools’ Day because we didn’t know
how the community would respond,
if there was a need, and if we had
the commitment to publish monthly.
Eighty issues later we feel those
questions have been answered.
Though it’s time to end the
newspaper, Demeter Resources will
remain active. We have so much still
to do. Demeter Productions’ first
event is scheduled for November
when we’ll produce Deidra McAlla,
a new artist on Olivia Records, in
concert. For inforamtion on this and
upcoming productions, call us at
375-5629.
Again, thank you for all your
support. Goodbye.

Front page of our first tabloid edition, April, 1981
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A Woman Called Ingrid
jt mason
Ingrid Bergman died of cancer
on August 29, 1982, her sixty
seventh birthday. She was a
powerful performer and a rare
talent. Critics hailed her as in
candescent, enrapturing, sincere,
a breeze whipping over a
Scandanavian peak.
Born in Stockholm in 1915,
Bergman was orphaned at 13. At
17 she auditioned successfully for
the governm^nt-sposored Royal
Dramatic School and with the
release of Munkbrogreven in
1934, Bergman became one of
Sweden’s leading ladies.
Bergman’s last role was that of
Golda Meir in A Woman Called
Golda. Ironically the two

women’s lives paralleled each
other in many ways. Both were
strong women inviting both
admiration and resentment, both
lived their lives to the fullest,
working until their deaths, and
both died of cancer after long
determined battles.
Ingrid Bergman was a
beautiful, amazing woman whose
talent and perserverance will be
missed. As Bergman wrote in her
autobiography’ “I have had a
wonderful life. I have never
regretted what I did. All my life
I’ve done things at a moments
notice. I was given courage, a
sense of adventure and a little bit
of humor.”

FANNIE LOU
By Kate Miller

She was born in 1917 in a shack on a plantation
in Mississippi, the youngest of 20 children,
granddaughter of slaves. Her mother, Lou Ella,
was a woman of extraordinary strength, working
in the fields, doing laundry for the plantation
owner, raising her children with fierce love and
race pride and a gentleness coming from root
deep religious beliefs.
There was seldom enough to eat; the family
were sharecroppers, working the land in return
for part of the harvest, always in debt to the
landowner’s store.
Fannie began picking cotton when she was six
/ years old, but she also went to school. Her
parents were determined that she should have a
chance for education; one of the happiest
moments of her childhood was when she taught
her mother how to write her name.
It was in August of 1962 that the world
shifted. Organizers from the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference and the Student NonViolent Coordinating Committee came to
Ruleville and held a meeting in the church,
beginning a voter registration drive. Fannie
attended the meeting, and for the first time she
heard the freedom songs of the civil rights
movement. When she left the church, she had
signed up to go to the county courthouse to try to
register to vote.
Fannie loved the work, seeing the possibility
of strength and healing which comes from women
working together: “I work for the liberation of all
people,” she said, “because when I am liberating
myself, I am liberating other people. The
freedom of the white woman is shackled in chains
to mine, and she realizes for the first time that
she is not free until I am free.”
Fannie Lou Hamer died of cancer on March
14, 1977, but she is still speaking to every woman
in the U.S. She is saying to us, “Believe in
freedom. Remember to love everyone. Follow
where your dreams will take you.”
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By Polly Parker

First, as a performer,
Holly Near is superlative.
Hers is a voice of great
power and beauty, capable
of subtle and interesting
variations in style, with
tremendous range and a
sophisticated sense of
tempo.
Second, she is an exceptionally talented composer.
Her songs are varied, vigorous, warm and often witty.
Their strong melodic line generates a spontaneous urge
for audience participation which not only provides the
unique joy and satisfaction of sharing in the music
making but also provides a base from which Holly Near
can take off in intricate, and sometimes spectacular,
improvisations.
Her songs and commentary touch on a wide spec
trum of issues including the dangers posed to life by
radiation, chemical poisons and pollution; the denial of
full humanity to people because cf their age, sex, race,
religion, nationality, sexual orientation, ano pnysical
conditions.
In the hands of a lesser artist the material with
which some of her songs deal — reminding us of the
fear, pain, brutality and neglect to which many persons
are being subjected all over the world — would merely
be depressing.
With Holly Near, however, one moves through the
anguish into affirmation. She seems to see current
conditions clearly, neither underestimating, nor
exaggerating, the powers arraigned against creative
transformation of human society.

Graphics production by Kate Winter

profile
A tireless partisan
of the best in all
of us

Eleanor Roosevelt
Oct. 11 marks the centennial observance of
the birth of Eleanor Roosevelt.
It wasn’t what Eleanor Roosevelt said nor
even what she did that people remember best
about her. It was what she was — a woman of
unfailing grace and generosity of spirit, a sur
vivor who outlasted the pain and controversy in
her life, and a tireless partisan of the best in
herself and in all the rest of us.
“She not only believed in but lived all the
difficult, optimistic bluestocking virtues,” wrote
one admirer after her death in 1962. “We came to
know by heart her maxims: ‘You can do it,’
‘People matter,’ ‘Try, try again,’ ‘We must
remember those less fortunate than ourselves.’ ”
Her syndicated column, “My Day,” and her
radio programs brought her presence into every
American home. She represented the U.S. at the
United Nations, traveled the world incessantly
and at home extended herself to meet as many
people as she could squeeze into her schedule.
“She was as indigenous to America as palms
to a Florida coastline,” a journalist wrote. In
many ways she acted as our conscience, and as
such was resented as well as cherished. But she
earned the ultimate tribute: our lives were
better because they were touched by hers.

Alice
Walker
By Kate Miller
Alice Walker, poet, novelist, activist, feminist,
won the Pulitzer Prize this year. The book for
which she was honored is called The Color
Purple and is the story of the power of women’s
love to overcome brutality and to create an
energy which allows people to feel beauty and
love that exist everywhere in the world.
This novel is part of an amazing body of work
which Walker has produced for us in the past 15
years. When I sat down to write this review, I
was startled to discover how few “facts” I knew
about Alice Walker. Her poetry, short stories,
essays and novels have such power and are so
sharing of herself and her feelings that I have felt
for a long time as if I knew her very well.

A True Pacifist
By Rosemary Matson
On April 2, 1917, Jeanette
Rankin, a 36-year-old Republican
from Montana, was sworn in as the
first woman to serve in the
Congress of the United States. A
year later, she guided the women’s
suffrage bill to victory in the House
of Representatives. It became the
19th Amendment upon ratification
in 1920.
Rankin had led the fight of
Montana women for statewide
suffrage, which passed in 1914, and
before that had helped direct the
successful California suffrage
campaign.
Her life was marked by a firm
commitment to equality for women
and to world peace. Her dedication
to
world
peace
was
un
compromising. When she voted
against America’s entry into World
War I in 1917, the public was
shocked. It was a very unpopular
position and she lost her bid for re
election in 1918.
Realizing that Hitler was a threat
to world peace, and desperately
alarmed at the prospect of war, she
ran again for Congress in 1940 and
was elected. The day after Pearl
Harbor, Congress voted 388 to 1 to
declare war on Japan and enter
World War II. The dissenting vote
was that of Jeannette Rankin. Once
more she was defeated for
reelection.

Frida Kahlo

Jeannette Rankin continued her
work for election reform and peace
and was in her nineties when she
died. While at the age of 87, in 1968,
she led the Jeannette Rankin
Brigade of 5,000 women, delivering
to Congress a petition demanding a
halt to the war in Vietnam. This
time her views were in harmony
with those of a large segment of the
population.
Always aware of the importance
of history as heritage, Rankin left
this message for future generations
of women: “You can go on from
where I leave off.”

By June Schwartz
Frida Kahlo, a Mexican artist who
painted women’s concerns in images
from her own life, has received only
a fraction of the recognition she
deserves for her art and for her life,
which was a struggle to overcome
killing odds.
In her 44 years, she endured 30
operations
and
months
in
wheelchairs with no assurance she
would ever again stand.
On September 17,1925, at the age
of 15, the bus she was riding home
from school was crushed by a
streetcar in Mexico City. Kahlo’s
spine was fractured, her pelvis
smashed and her foot broken; she
was not expected to live.
She survived to become a painter
claimed by the European surrealists
as one of their own, but the label
never fit. She painted her own and
other women’s issues: coping with
male-dominated culture, childbirth
and miscarriage, love, her own
roots, being born of mixed cultures:
Spanish, Indian, Mexican, German,

Jewish, Roman Catholic, atheist.
Her work and her life compete for
attention; I’d like to tell you of her
struggles: to bear a child by Diego
Rivera (an ambition she announced
shortly after meeting him as a
teenager), to survive her crippled,
painful existence, the amputation of
her leg, her search for her self.
But it was her painting that gave
her life meaning.
Self-taught during her con
valescence, Kahlo used exotic
colors, small brushes, and pain
staking strokes on her unusually
personal works. An easel was built
over her bed, and a mirror installed
overhead so she could use herself as
a subject.
Women artists and struggling
women in general can take meaning
from Kahlo’s work and her words. “I
paint my own reality . . .” she
wrote. “The only thing that I know
is that I paint because I need to, and
I paint always whatever passes
through my head, without any other
consideration.”
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Demeter Productions Presents
Demeter Productions Presents

A Women's Variety

TALENT SHOW

Demeter Productions presented its first
concert on Nov. 3, 1978, and has done over 30 in
the years since. We’ve tried to present to the
community a variety of events — films, poetry
readings, concerts, dance productions, comedy,
theater groups and classical music — some of
which are represented here. We plan to continue
this work — with a broadened scope — in the
future. Our next production, Olivia recording
artist Deidre McCalla, is set for Nov. 15.

Presenting:
an evening of feminist poetry and music

Undercurrents
created and performed
by women from Santa Cruz

$2.50 in advance
$3.00 at the door

8:00 AM
Friday
NOV. 3

Saturday, Sept. 8th, 8 p.m.
Robert H. Down School
School Auditorium
485 Pine Ave., PG

River, Dec. 1,1979 and June 18,1983

M.P.C.
music hall
tickets 3.00
at the door

Our first production, Nov. 3,1978

Alive!
A

JAZZ

QUINTET

with Terry Garthwaite, Sept. 19,1981

June Millington, Oct. 4,1980

Robin Flower, Oct. 6,1984

Ellen Bass, Sept. 9,1983

Teresa Trull______
Barbara H i g b i e
In Concert
Saturday, February 23,1985 • 8 p.m.
Rosie the Riveter, May 10,1981

Monterey Peninsula College Music Hall • Tickets S6

Bay Area Women’s Philharmonic, May 1,1982
Allegra String Trio, Jan. 11,1981

Mamalution, Feb. 19,1983

Meg Christian, Nov. 28,1980

Trish Nugent, July 7,1979

Holly Near, March 2,1980 and Oct. 18,1981

Hot Flashes, March 11,1985

editorial

This Is Not Home,
Ever since the '60s, music festivals have been
thought of as times of celebration, uplifting
experiences that brought us all together.
Isn’t that, after all, the function of music: to
be a common language, crossing every barrier
and speaking to all of us?
As the experience of the recent West Coast
Women’s Music Festival illustrates, there may be
more to it than that. The events of the festival
left many with a sense of bewilderment, a feeling
of “where did we go wrong?”
The thoughts of Bernice Reagon, feminist,
political activist, and member of Sweet Honey
and the Rock, offered at a speech during the
festival, may help dispel some of that
bewilderment, and may even enable us to take
from the festival experience lessons we can apply
in our community.
Speaking from her perspective as a black
woman, singer-songwriter, and long-time civil
rights activist, Ms. Reagon explained the concept
of coalition by first developing the notion of the
“barred room.”
As she described it, the “barred room” is a
safe, nurturing place where friends gather
together, free from the hassles and threats of the
outside world. She then traced the typical
evolution of the “barred room” to the stage
where the women in it, all good feminists, begin
to examine their own racism or classism, and
decide that they must open up their room to
others.
Eventually, of course, the room no longer
looks or feels the same; it is not safe, or nur

Deathbed

This Is Coalition’

turing. It is full of struggle. There are differences
which must be acknowledged and dealt with. The
room has become a coalition.
As she developed this concept, Reagon
pointed out that the “barred room,’’ like
nationalism, can serve the important function of
harboring and nurturing a people. But, she said,
there comes a point when the barred room is no
longer appropriate, when coalition takes over.
Then you can no more bar the door to the
room than you can exclude another nation from
the earth, “because there will always be people
like me around. And I won’t let you have a world
without Bernice Reagon in it.”
Applying the analogy to the music festival,
Reagon noted that by naming it a “women’s”
festival, the organizers had opened it up to all
women, whose cultural and economic differences
are often far more significant that our common
gender. Yet the assumption had lingered that the
festival would retain the character which made a
nurturing, uplifting experience. And so “women”
had become a code word for a particular sub
culture of women, to the exclusion of others.
But the code must be broken, and the nature
of a “women’s” event recognized for what it is.
Said Reagon, “This is not home. This is coalition.
It will not feed you. You have to feed it. And it is
a monster. It can kill you.”
With these words Reagon turned to the
problem of learning to survive the struggles of
coalition without being destroyed by it.
The first step, obviously, is to recognize
coalition for what it is: a union of people who
have enough in common to warrant their union

Carmel Valley

June 17, 1982

Her bodv has shrunk, melted away until it was
very, very small. Coming around the corner toward
her room, I thought that she had been moved from
the bed until I reached the door and was able to see
her head on the pillow and her hands, with the
fingers very slender and long, lying on the sheets.

At the encl of a long descent downward and
inward, her breathing was shallow, irregular and
slow. Sometimes her breath would not come for 15or
20 seconds, and my heart would lurch; then, it would
begin again. For the last days, I had to keep
reminding myself to breathe as I would hold my
breath with her.
Her body was tough, enduring far beyond what I
understood was possible, continuing to function
after her essence had left it. She would come in and
out of her body, floating free and then being pulled
back inside by the pain or coming back to do a piece
of work. As she got ready to die, the pain became less
and less.
The changes were rapid, every hour made a
difference for two days, as she seemed to will herself
to die. Then she stopped, hovered, waiting right on
the threshold of death, waiting. We didn’t know
why. Breathing. Waiting.

All of the family had gathered, and many who
were her friends, too. Carrie and Annie and JT had
slept on the floor of her room for two nights so that
she wouldn’t be alone. On the first night Carrie,
sleeping in a wheelchair so that she would be even
with the bed, fell over in it, crashing to the floor.
During the days there would be a dozen people,
in and out, some of us waiting by the pool in the

June sunshine, swimming and joking. The setting
was green and beautiful, semi-country, with fresh air
and given hills and swallows perched in the eaves.

The Hospice was special and almost magic in the
quality of its energy. A woman-place, staffed by
women who were caring and loving and efficient
and funny, not afraid of death but committed to
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while she was lying in the bed, people were toucing
her, holding her hands, rubbing her arms, gently
stroking her swollen legs, kissing her face and
fondling her head.

This description is far too somber. Along with
the pain, the intensity of grief, the touching, was
also laughter. Hilarious and raucous, quiet and
tittering, sometimes sneaking upon us and bubbling

Graphic by Kate Elvin

Her head was bald from the radiation treatments,
showing the shape of her skull. She was no longer
interested in wearing her upper teeth. The top of her
head, always before protected by hair, was very
white; the rest of hei face and neck was brown oi
while, the coloi varying. She looked ancient and
youngat the same time. She was extremely beautiful.

but who also have significant political and per
sonal differences to be acknowledged and dealt
with. And, because coalition is not “home,” we
must all find ways, outside of coalition, to nurture
and restore ourselves.
Reagon exhorted her listeners to look for
those rare individuals who have survived all the
phases of the movement, from the civil rights
movement on, without missing a step. These are
the people who can teach us much of what we
need to know about survival.
And, she said, develop a future-oriented
approach. Be thinking now of "turning the
century with our principles intact.” She stressed
that while our particular practices may not
outlive us, our principles can, especially if we
work at passing them on to those who come after
us.
Pointing to the gains we’d made over the past
few decades, Reagon expressed her belief in the
continuing power of this movement. “And,” she
said, “if it looks like we’re hesitating a little right
now, it’s only because we realize that in order to
take the next step, we’ve got to do it with some
people that we don’t like. And we’ve all got to
vomit over that for a while.”
So, perhaps, the answer to the question,
“Where did we go wrong?” which arises when
struggles erupt in our community, is that we
didn’t, or at least that the struggles may change
form, but will never cease. And as long as we are
engaged in coalition, we will at least know we are
working at making a room that is big enough for
all of us.
—Katherine Stoner

making people as comfortable as possible and
making space for the process of living and dying and
gi ief.

out. sometimes deliberately invoked and in
questionable taste.
Nothing was allowed to remain sacred; we
laughed about bodily functions and our own
reactions, we laughed recognizing the mortality and
frailly of our own bodies. We laughed as a way of
love. We told each other ridiculous stories as we told
Polly goodbye.

All of this healing of laughter and touch and
(iausforming energy was possible because of the
ways in which Polly approac hed her death. I see that
living and dying are not two separate things, and
Polly had decided that she wished to both live and
die well. She was not afraid of death; she did feel
apprehension and anxiety about pain and the daily
uncertainly of the disease.

Freddie. Louisa, Kathy on thep.m. shift; Sue and
Candy on midnights; Dee, Linda and Norma on
days. Women’s hands and energies being used to
bring comfort — the work of changing beds and
cleaning bodies, administering morphine in all its
varieties, giving comfort and reassurance and
permission for feeling, answering telephones,
touching for comfort. Woman’s work.

For six months she had done hard, unremitting
emotional work; when she reached the Hospice, she
was ready to let go. So, she approached her death
saying yes, calm, still focusing energy and concern
on others. While she was able to recognize us, she
greeted every new person with smiles and glad
noises, murmuring, “Tell me ...” — that is, “Tell
me how you are, tell me what has been happening
with you since I saw you last.”

Waiting for Polly to complete her labor of dying,
we changed the ways in which we moved through
the world. Instead of staying separate, contained, we
were fluid and touching, allowing ourselves a
physical contact which flowed across boundaries.
Hugging, rubbing, kissing, stroking, affection was
available everywhere, not constrained by cultural
prohibitions.

When all the family gathered, and she realized
that the children who came from a distance were
there, her joy was blazing. The room lit up with the
intensity of her energy which connected everyone
and which radiated from her. This was part of her
work; she wasn't going anywhere until everyone had
had the time they needed to say goodbye.

Intense feelings found outlets in physical
strokings, all of us allowing ourselves to experience
and connect. It was Polly who taught us this first,
beginning weeks ago, wishing to sit and hold
people’s hands, saying to me that the human touch
was the most important thing that there was. All the

And then, finally, she was ready to go. At 7:20 on
Thursday morning, she swallowed and sighed and
stopped breathing. Smoothly, calmly, finally. As we
sat and touched her, we could feel her everywhere
around us in the room. Polly, thank you for the gifts
and lessons. We love you and each other.
—Kate Miller

Peninsula Milestones
Women’s Shelter Opens

Library
Nearly
Ready

By Ilse de Graaff

Friday the 13th isn’t usually
thought of as a day for celebration,
but Friday, August 13,1982 was the
official opening of the Monterey
Peninsula’s YWCA emergency
shelter for battered women and
their children, and a group of about
100 people gathered in front of
Colton
Hall
that
day
to
celebrate. Speeches were given,
refreshments were served and 100
brightly-colored helium balloons
were released into the air.
The project’s many volunteers
and donors attended the ceremony
along with its wide range of com
munity supporters and organizers
— members of the military,
branches of local government, social
service and mental health agencies,
churches and various community
organizations.

By Paula Butterfield

Things could not be going more
smoothly at the YWCA Library!
Incorporating the Kate Miller
Collection into the existing library
has required a great deal of
preliminary work, but everything is
falling into place. The YWCA
Library will be ready for use by
early September.
The Y is grateful to Kate for her
valuable collection of approximately
2,000 volumes by, for and about
women. The books have been ap
praised at almost $5,000, with the
section on Native American women
(containing many out-of-print books)
considered the most valuable.

Monterey YWCA Opens
New Women's Center

Celebrate
By Aly Kim

Women’s History Week (WHW)
will be celebrated March 7-13.
Throughout the country, schools
have been asked to note this week
on their calendars and to plan
specific curriculum and activities
celebrating the contributions of
women.

The
first
national
WHW,
celebrated in 1980, came about
when women attending a Women’s
History
Institute
at
Sarah
Lawrence College rallied behind a
national campaign that got an extra
push from the Women’s Support
Network in Santa Rosa.

The Monterey Peninsula has long
needed a Women’s Center, and now
we finally have one. Over the last
six months a small committee of
women has organized a central
information center to serve all
women on the Peninsula.
The Center has evolved from a
necessity known to us all: com
munication. “Where can I find a
doctor? Childcare? Books about
women? Information on women’s
activities?” The answers to all these
questions are available through the
Women’s Center of the the YWCA.
The YWCA is changing right
along with the rest of us. Its goals
are becoming the same as ours. It’s
not just “a place to swim” anymore.
The Center sponsors programs such
as a Women’s Support Group,
exercise classes, self defense, river
rafting, backpacking, investment

classes, sewing classes. The Y is
willing to help with anything
supporting the growth of women.
Services provided by the
Women’s Center include:
The library — A collection of
books by, for and about women.
Located at the Y, the library has
turned into a great success thanks
to the donations by local women of
books, magazines, and even the
book cases! There is space at the Y
to sit and read. Books may be
borrowed. They range from
psychology to biographies and are
not always found at the public
library or local bookstores. If you
have any books of special interest to
women, the library is still in need of
donations.
Information and Referral — A
listing of professional services often
needed and not available all in one

Beginning of a New Struggle

Time Runs Out For The ERA
By Riane Eisler

Every ending is also a beginning. For the
millions of women and men all over our nation who
have worked so hard for the Equal Rights

Amendment, June 30 was an ending. It was a sad
day, a day of mourning.
But it was also a beginning, the beginning not
only of the second round in our struggle for
equality of rights under the law for those

Americans — the majority — who are women, but
also the beginning of a more successful second
round in our fight for this simple amendment,
which to their eternal shame, a handful of men in a
handful of states have been able to deny us.
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books
The White Album — Two Views
The White Album, by Joan Didion. Simon and Schuster,
1979.

“We tell ourselves stories in order to live.’’ That’s Joan
Didion’s strategy for survival, which she relates at the begin
ning of her collection of essays, The White Album.
She reports, mostly from the West Coast, on matters that
have caught her eye during the past decade: a sound studio, a
shopping mall, the Getty Museum, the LA freeways.
The first essay, which is also the book’s showpiece, is a
summary of the disastrous and confused events that ended
the decade with a mass murder at the Hollywood home of
Sharon Tate and Roman Polanski.
Didion manages to make the sorry stuff of troubled times
(Bishop James Pike, for instance) as interesting and sug
gestive as the things that win her admiration (Georgia
O’Keeffe, the Hoover Dam.)
She is taking her own pulse in these pages, not just obser
ving American styles and states of mind as she did in her first
collection, Slouching Towards Bethlehem. In that book she
looked at Americans, mostly Californians, and their 1960s
“lifestyles.’’ She caught some imaginative truths about living
at that time and in those places in America. For many of us
who came of age during the ’60s, reading Joan Didion — for
the insights of the essays, for the spirit of anomie in the
novels — was part of surviving the decade. But The White
Album is mellower than Slouching Towards Bethlehem. Di
dion ranges more widely.
Didion writes in an intense and agitated style. She gets in
side her subjects, connects with them, with herself, with the
reader. This collection of essays is not mainly about society,
the ’60s or the California style, but it forces us to go back
and look again, look hard, not just at the ’60s, not just at
California, but at everything around us. All of the essays
manifest not only her intelligence, but an instinct for details
that continue to emit pulsations in the reader’s memory and
a style that is sparse and exact. Add to these her highly
vulnerable sense of herself and the result is a voice like no
other in contemporary journalism. (I must admit, though, to
some doubts about her vulnerability. Is it an affectation and
a part of her strategy as a writer?)
She is an alert and subtle observer, giving us bizarre
details. In these pieces the players of the late ’60s and early
’70s come back in vivid craziness: Hell’s Angels, Jim Mor
rison of the Doors, Huey Newton, Bishop Pike, Charles
Manson.
For me, newly arrived here, no one, not even Evelyn
Waugh, has written better about the state of mind that is
California. I like Didion for her precision and for a talent she
isn’t usually credited with: she’s funny, a deadpan comedian.
On the rare occasions when she allows herself to enter in
to the limelight, vanity ruffles her style — as when she com
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plains of the indignities she endures as a literary star or when
she describes her migraine headaches as if their pain and the
“aura’’ that precedes them might mark her as one of a vis
ionary elect — but this is a small flaw in an elegant collection.
—Joan Weiner

The White Album by Joan Didion is a collection of essays
written about America in the 1960s with a cast of characters
ranging from Doris Lessing and Georgia O’Keeffe to Huey
Newton and Eldridge Cleaver.
Her intention, I believe, was to write witty insights into
the ironies and events of the 1960s. Instead, what we have is
a book full of cliches and shallow analysis. Didion is a
detached observer with little compassion for the turmoil of
the ’60s or the people who had to survive them. To her, Huey
Newton was simply “an autodidact for whom all things
specific and personal present themselves as minefields to be
avoided even at the cost of coherence."
Each person and event, though done cleverly, is too har
shly criticized and summed up in pat little phrases.
The most offensive chapter is one called “The Women’s
Movement,’’ nine pages in all. My book’s margins are scrib
bled with a heated, running debate to each paragraph in this
chapter.
Didion devotes a page to sarcastic exaggerations of some
of the injustices to women: “she (a woman) was persecuted
by even her gynecologist . . . raped on every date . . . enslav
ed by TV commercials . . . paid 3-10 times less than always
an unqualified man and was embarrassed to appear in public
with a man not her husband.’’ She then goes on to ask,
“Why didn’t she get another gynecologist, another job, and
why didn’t she just get out of bed and turn off the television.
Nobody forces women to buy the package.’’
And in this summation, Didion has bought the worst part
of the package: the denial of herself as a woman and the
alienation from her sisters. In this chapter she refers to
women only as “she,” “they,” or “them” — never as “I,”
“we,” or “us.” She is always the outsider, the smug knowit-all who is never a part of anything.
Didion’s style is self-indulgent. Her realizations are more
unburdenings than enlightenments. She rarely looks below
the surface, never gains the insights into real human emo
tions which make life interesting. As Didion says of herself,
“You are getting a woman who for some time has felt
radically separated from most of the ideas that seem to in
terest other people, a woman who misplaced whatever slight
faith she had in the whole grand pattern of human
endeavor.”
The White Album is neither a realistic view nor a
nostalgic glimpse into America in the 1960s. It is more of a
whitewash and a book to be missed.
—JT Mason

WOMAN’S

BOOKSHELF
by Polly Parker
The concept of oral history has been
a highly significant one in the field of
women’s studies. Kate Miller has writ
ten brief descriptions of three valuable
books, based on this approach, each of
which introduces us to women of
cultures about which we should know
more.

Katz, Jane. This Song Remembers:
Self Portraits of Native Americans in
the Arts. Boston: Houghton Mifflin
Co., 1980.
This beautiful book contains brief
oral histories of Native American ar
tists, who discuss their lives and
philosophies as well as the sources of
their creative energies. Many different
tribal traditions and varying medias are
explored, and the photographs accom
panying the text are excellent. I par
ticularly loved the sense of centered
strength that the women projected as
they talked about their values and their
artistic development. Navajo Pearl
Sunrise describes it well: “I was born
into so many arts, but weaving is what
I prefer. It gives me a sense of
serenity.”
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Fernea, Elizabeth and Bezirgan, sonalities who are engaged in a dif
Basima (Eds.). Middle Eastern Muslim ficult battle.
Women Speak. Austin, Texas: Univer
Elsasser, Nan, MacKenzie, Kyle,
sity of Texas Press, 1977.
and Yvonne Tixier Y Vigil. Las MuOur Western stereotype of the jeres: Conversations from a Hispanic
Muslim woman has her silent as well as Community. Old Westbury, New
faceless behind her veil. This collection York: The Feminist Press, 1980.
of oral histories, interviews, short
This wonderful book epitomizes
stories and poetry shows us a very dif everything that is most exciting about
ferent view. The selections represent the use of oral history as a tool to
historical figures as well as modern discover truths about the lives of
women from all classes who are strug women. Four generations of Hispanic
gling to change laws and traditional women talk about their lives, families,
ideas about “women’s place.” These work and their dreams for the future.
women are not downtrodden, passive
Ninety-three women, ranging in age
victims, but strong and vivid per from 17 to 87, were interviewed and 21
of the interviews are included in this
book. The stories are full of courage
and struggle, and show women who are
saving valuable cultural traditions at
the same time they are reaching for
new patterns and ways of working for
themselves and their people.
The photographs accompanying the
interviews are beautiful, and make it
possible for the reader to “see” the
women who are speaking. Don’t miss
this book; these women have a lot to
teach all of us.

A SHORT
WALK
A Short Walk. By Alice Childress.
Coward, McCann & Geoghagah,
New York, 1979.

Life’s just a short walk from the
cradle to the grave, Cora’s papa
always used to say. Cora decided at
an early age that she was going to
make the most of that short walk.
Alice Childress’ novel takes us
into a segment of the history of
Black Americans through the short
but full life of Cora James. The book
carries us from the year 1900 to the
beginning of World War II and
takes in a wide subject matter: Cora
experiences poverty and luxury,
political radicalism (she marries an
associate of Marcus Garvey), the
world of vaudeville and gambling,
abortion and motherhood, violence
at the hands of Southern whites,
and close friendships with white
people.
The novel rushes us through her
lifetime, stopping for vivid moments
which leave us with a strong sense
of personal and political history.
One of the most memorable scenes
is Cora’s introduction to marriage,
when on her wedding night her first
husband explains to his 16-year-old
wife how he likes his morning
sausage and grits and then proceeds
to initiate her into her sexual duties
in graphic and unpleasant detail.
. Gradually Cora comes to realize
her strength and independence as a
woman and as a Black. She finally
chooses to live her life for her own
pleasure and profit, finding new
ways of relating to those she loves
which do not result in oppression or
self-denial. She is in her own way a
feminist, but her revolution is a
personal one, and she has little
patience for movements:
"(My husband Cecil) was spendin
a little time with some white woman
who is active in what is called The
Woman's Movement.' Seems like a
lotta white women ngw join up to
fight for the right to work. I nearly
fell out laughin when he told me
that. I said, ‘Let her ask me about it.
I’ve had that right all my life, just
haven't been free to do it where she
can!'Me, I need to fight for the right
to stop workin. ”

Childress’ style is vivid, fast, and
poetic. She writes in the present
tense, shifting from first to third
person frequently, with sensuous
and musical dialogue. She moves
rapidly from bitterness and rage to
near-sentimentality, showing us the
harshest cruelty juxtaposed with
redeeming kindness and love.
I read A Short Walk as part of my
need to get more in touch with the
Black American experience. I felt
both satisfied by reading it, and
stimulated to search for more.
—Emily Fireweed

letters
Getting Clear on
Racism
Editor:

I would like to thank Kate Miller
for her brilliant article on This
Bridge Called My Back.
Miller does more than review
books
each
month.
She
courageously and consistently is
raising our consciousnesses. She
specifically jolted mine when she
discussed “the way radicals turn
women of color into objects for
consumption" and then proceeded to
quote from And When You Leave,
Take Your Pictures With You:
Racism in the Women’s Movement.”

When I taught the women’s
studies course at M.P.C., I turned
women of color into objects by
glorifiying third world working
women “sitting at a factory machine,
wielding a machete." It came from
my desire to make these women

visible, strong and powerful. It
came from my desire to begin
countering the negative images we
as women held and were given in
the media. I wanted women to see
that they could do and be anything.
My illustrations though were
racist: white women didn’t wield
machetes, they held briefcases and
stood on the legislative door steps.

A Missed Opportunity

What I, as a “radical” woman did,
was think that because I was con
necting the relationship of class
oppression to radical oppression I
was free of racist attitudes. And
now I realize that racism like
women’s oppression permeates our
consciousness much deeper than
just our economic oppression and
that only feminists are confronting
and accepting the idea that there
cannot be a priority of struggles, i.e.
class first, but a collection of
simultaneous struggles of equal and
interconnecting importance.
Thank you, dear Kate.

Move Into Movies

Barbara Licht-Greenberg
Carmel Highlands' Editor:
You have helped me sort through
some of the junk out there to find
some real jewels in books and
records. I wish you would (could?)
of public admiration; so he proved do more movie reviews.
I stumbled on a really wonderful
Albert’s point by displaying some
more of Vanessa’s admirable film, The Ballad of Gregorio Cortez,
qualities.
According to Bob’s recently. A powerful, moving film
current financial statements* the about culture and the human
condition.
public put in with Bob.
Don’t bother with Flashdance,
Albert’s sponsors are probably
nervous because his commodity is a unless you’ve forgotten what ex
failure. Bob’s stockholders are ploitation is, and need a painful
probably ecstatic because his reminder.
commodity is a success. The
Mary Rice-Todling
commodity is probably sorry she
Monterey
allowed herself to fall prey to those
who capitalize on this hypocrisy, a
well-documented neurosis which
afflicts millions of American males.

Everyman's Ideal Woman
Editor:
I’m sort of confused. Albert
Marks,
chairman
and
chief
executive officer of Miss America
Pageant, Inc., is in the business of
packaging,
promoting
and
marketing Everyman’s concept of
the ideal woman. So is Bob Guccione, owner and publisher of
Penthouse magazine.
Albert recently gave his top-ofthe-line model, Vanessa Williams, a
pink slip buffered with a pat on the
head because he decided she no
longer deserved public admiration.
According to his righteous press
releases, the public agreed with
Albert.
Bob, on the other hand, liked
Albert’s product so much he decided
she deserved about $7 million worth

Fool-Proof Formula

Well, maybe I’m not so confused
after all.
Danielle Shadomy
Pacific Grove

Response from a Supportive Male
Editor:
I just cancelled my subscription to
the Monterey Bay Tribune over an
article in their April 7 issue.
Enclosed is a check for a new
Demeter subscription — it’s high
time I put my support behind a
publication that fights for my
lifestyle and beliefs.
Name Withheld
Editor's Note: The article
referred to is a column by J. Lee
Mildon titled, “He Says Democrats
Support Gays.” Here is a brief
excerpt:
“. . . the homosexual lifestyle is
(a) unnatural, (b) an insult to God,

(c) a mockery on family values, (d) a
revolting violation, emotionally
damaging to the spirit of the in
nocently young, (e) dangerous to
social institutions, including the
state and the church, (f) morally
revolting, and promiscuous, and (g)
unhealthy, spreading strange and
yet incurable new diseases to near
plague proportions."
Mr. Mildon goes on to say,
“Homos don’t have kids; they only
disease them physically and
morally."
The editorial office of the Mon
terey Bay Tribune is located at 551
Foam St., Monterey, 93940.

Editor:
Glory be!
A headline on the front page of
the January 31 Herald has provided
a “downpayment" for the national
deficit and not one social program
has to be cut.
Why didn’t David Stockman think
of this?
The headline reads, “Wages; 66
cents for Her, $1 for Hun."
All we have to do is elect- appointemploy Hers instead of Hims in
government. For instance:
A Him president is annually
salaried at $200,000. A Her
president would get approximately
$133,332, a saving of $66,668. A Him
vice-president is salaried at $91,000.
A Her vice-president would get
$66,668, a saving of $30,333.
The logical next step is legislating
all government salaries (CIA, FBI,
Pentagon, etc.) according to this
two-thirds for Her breakthrough so
that it becomes the law of the land
to save money.
Such legislation would save $9.9
million in congressional salaries; $2
million
in senatorial salaries;
$351,000 in cabinet salaries. In these
three areas alone, this simple,
humble, rational approach would
save us taxpayers $12.4 million a
year!
If this is done on all levels of
government, we can get out of debt,
balance the budget, feed the
hungry, heal the sick, clothe the
naked and bury the dead to sen
sitivity.

Evelyn Nolt
Carmel Valley

Editor:
Last month Hartnell College
offered a course on ‘‘Minority
Women in 1980 — Dialogue with
Black, Chicana and Asian Women.”
It was a series of three panel
discussions highlighting the goals
and aspirations of minority women.
I attended one of the three
sessions and was surprised to be the
only white person there. In
speaking with Cindy Obenchain, the
organizer of the program, I
discovered that virtually no white
women had attended any of the
three sessions. I was disappointed.
Collectively, we as white women
missed an opportunity to listen and
learn — by invitation — about the
experiences and needs of Third
World women. Why weren’t more
white women there?
I work with predominately white
women’s groups who share a stated
desire and goal to unite with women
of color and see this task clearly as
central in eliminating sexism as well
as racism. I believe white women
truly want these changes but we
seem to get lost in the overall
problem and our own white
isolation. Often we don’t know
where to begin.
Outreach needs to begin within
our own groups. Our task is to get
the word out among white women
about when, where, and how we can
support Third World women’s
activities and struggles.
Women of color will believe we
support them when they see us do
it; when we are visable at events
and programs sponsored by them to
which the public is invited. It is
white women’s responsibility to
seek out this information and talk it
up among ourselves. We cannot
blame ineffective publicity; we have
to actively seek out the information
and it must be a priority for us.
This unity work is to help us, not
to “help” people of color. It will
enrich our lives. Obviously the need
exists to establish this kind of in
formation network. If you are in
terested in these tasks contact me
at 649-6065.
Gwen Marie Scott
Pacific Grove

Far From Healthy
Editor:
Thank you for stating so
eloquently my views on the “Incest
Controversy."

I was a victim of incest as a girl
baby-child by my mother’s father.
I’ve worked diligently to heal myself
of the guilt and shame that weighed
upon me for the 30 or my 45 years.
I’ve stopped hating my long
deceased grandfather. I’ve forgiven
my grandmother and my mother
because they knew and did not
rescue me.

Circa 1977, Ms. Magazine
published an excellent article about
incest. I wrote a letter to Ms. about
that article.
If incest be “so healthy,” why
must I sign this letter with the same
signaure as in 1977. ..
Anonymous
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DEMENTED
April Fools of the Monterey Bay Area

LOVE SONG TO SIGMUND FREUD

Dear Dr. Freud, I must thank you
For helping me see the light
You showed me my tendencies — neurotic dependencies
So I could un-frustrate my life.

Thank you for explaining life's stages,
Like oral and anal and the rest
And your great diagnosis offemale psychosis
To explain our inferior sex.
I used to enjoy all my orgasms
But things aren't the same as before
It’s not such a treat now — I’m crushed in defeat now
Cause you’ve said mine were just immature.

And while on the subject of labels
I must say I’m slightly perplexed
My son’s love and devotion seemed honest emotion
But you’re calling him Oedipus Rex.
I hardly know how to repay you
But here's an idea that endures
Take your penis-envy stage, then combine the anal stage
And you’ve got something to shove right up yours!

University Proves Link Between
Vegetarianism and Homosexuality
A conclusive link between vege
tarianism and homosexuality has
been established by a research team
at a midwestern university. In a
pioneering study of the correlation
between sexual preferences and
food tastes, statistical evidence
indicated that over 50 percent of
respondents who abstained from
eating meat also admitted having
considered involvement with
someone of the same sex.
“The pattern is clear. We’ve
always known the nuts and berries
and fruitcakes were all mixed up
together and this study proves it,”
stated Dr. M.U. Parameter, director
of the research institute which has
been funded by a grant from the
American Cattle Association.
Equally significant, he noted, is

Janie Forrest

the correlation on attitudinal scales
wherein respondents also scored
lower on tests of patriotism as
measured by willingness to use
nuclear weapons in Third World
countries.
“This is the breakthrough we
have been waiting for,” exulted a
top-ranking security officer who
asked not to be identified. “We can
round up the tofu freaks, bar the
sunflower seed addicts from federal
employment, keep the food faddists
out of the classrooms, and get back
to traditional American values in
diet, sex, and war.”
Screening procedures will be
greatly simplified as a result of the
study in that suspected deviants
will be offered a hamburger during
personnel interviews; if they refuse
they will be turned down for jobs
and placed on a computerized
security risk list.

The Total Woman’s
Horrorscope

VIRGA (Aug. 23-Sep. 22) — You are pretty
close to ideal in your devotion to home and duty.
Watch out, though, for willfulness and a desire
to have things your way. Sometimes you get ab
sorbed in your own concerns and tend to with
hold a little from your marriage partner. He
Everything you never wanted to read in the deserves it all, my dear, so put out before he
finds someone else who will.
stars:
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Listen, little
bookworm, your psuedo-headtrips aren’t fooling
anyone. Pretending to be intellectual is only a
front to disguise the fact that romance has passed
ARIAS (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) — Breeziness has
you by. Leave the heavy thinking to men; they do
gotten to be a bit too much your style, honey
it a lot better. Besides, they’ll find you much
bun. It’s time to stop flitting around as if your
more attractive if you hide those brains behind
own fulfillment was the most important goal in
some old-fashioned charm.
life and commit yourself to a’primary relation
SCORPIA (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Don’t be
ship. Settle down and take some lessons in
depressed by the unflattering way astrology
domesticity, docility and demureness — the
books describe you: crafty, scheming,
essential three D’s for happiness when Mr. Right
underhanded. Used right, these qualities can
comes along.
make you a winner. Let him think he’s boss and
you can get anything you want. Cultivate tact
TAURA (Apr. 20-May 20) — That bull in
and a sweet exterior and the world will be wrap
your sign is not an excuse for acting aggressive,
ped around your little finger — something those
my pet. Even assertiveness can be dangerous to
pathetic ERA types can’t grasp.
your chances for love, so curb those tendencies
toward independence or you’Ik end up sadder,
SAGITTARIA (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) — You look
wiser _ and lonely. It takes two to tango and if cute as a button in your flimsy little tunic with
you don’t give up trying to lead, and learn to that bow and arrow. Keep in mind that you’re
follow instead, I see a wallflower in your future. supposed to be decorative, not a woman warrior.

GEMINAE (May 21-June 20) — It’s all too
easy to tell which twin has the Toni! One of you
is a real credit to womankind, with every hair in
place, her entire self fresh and lovely, in
perpetual readiness to please the man in her life.
The other could use a crash course in grooming
and style. You know which one you are; shape
up or get off the cusp.
CANCERA (June 21-July 22) — There may be
a crab pictured in your sign, bit it doesn’t justify
your being crabby. Keep your comments and
complaints to yourself, sweetie pie; that hard
working man doesn’t need to hear your big ideas
about improving the world. He’s got troubles
enough of his own; the best thing you can do is to
stay close to home, be quiet and help him feel im
portant.

LEA (July 23-Aug. 22) — While yours is a
regal sign, it’s not a signal to go after power.
Sure, you can be a queen, but never forget who’s
king. Let your throne be in his heart; concentrate
on serving him, not ruling; make the palace a
haven for him after a hard day at court, and be
thankful he is coping with those important deci
sions that are too complicated for you to under
stand.
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And stay off the archery range; too much prac
tice could build up muscles in the wrong places.
Weakness wins more wooers than strength, so
cool the athletics and remember he Tarzan, you
Jane.
CAPRICORNIA (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) — What
they say about goats doesn’t give you license to
smell bad and live in a trash heap. Those outside
interests are dragging you down. Friends are
useful in their place, but your place is in the
home. Get crackin’, girl, and clean up your act.
Put the family first in everything, and for
heaven’s sake buy some nice perfume and a few
aerosol sprays.

AQUARIA (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) — You’re pretty
proud of being a doer, my dear, but don’t overdo
it. Accomplishment is all very well but you’re
beginning to crave center stage when a subor
dinate role would be more becoming. Your title
is water-bearer, not chieftain; you’ll find more
joy in helping others shine than in being a star.
You’ll be a lot more popular in the process, too.
PISCIA (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) — Too bad, poor
fish, that someone in the zodiac had to be born
ugly. However, plastic surgery can trim your
features into standard shape; skillful makeup
and carefully chosen clothes will conceal a
multitude of flaws. Develop good manners and a
cheerful outlook in hopes some man thinks
you’re so nice that he gives you a chance to be a
loyal, grateful, wife.

A One Shot Deal

One Fool's Retrospective
My tendencies towards women’s
lib first began when I was attending
Condo College. I was in my second
trimester of maid service when it hit
me that there were only girls in my
classes while all the hotel
management courses were filled
with men. I tried talking to the
Dean, Dr. Joe Van Ism, about the
discrepencies but he dismissed them
saying, “Women for centuries have
been in servile positions. Why, look
at Maid Marion!”
Other girls began to join me in
protest. We started a group called
Maids on the Move (M.O.M.). We
held rallies, marched on the student
union, and wrote letters to the
Bored of Directors. Our rallying cry
was, “We’re not going to take
anymore of your sheets!”
Eventually I was expelled. I

transfered to the Radner-Reddy
School of Dance where I became a
Tutu woman. I even started
smoking Virginia Slims. Yes, I have
come a long way. Each morning I
awake dancing to our school song,
shouting out the words as I twirl —
“Yes I can, I’m okay you’re okay. I’m
my own best friend, my mother
myself. I have no fear of flying. I am
woman hear me roar.”
The women’s lib movement has
really changed my life. Critics will
tell you that it hurts the family
structure, that men will no longer
find you attractive. But since
women’s lib, my love life has
doubled. I get twice as many dates
as I used to. Men still call, and now
women do too.
—Junkfood Trollup Mahalo
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Marghy baker

DIANAS. CASE
MARRIAGE, FAMILY. CHILD COUNSELOR
(406) 375-6142

• counseling

the Working
Womansmasseuse

• transitions

• personal growth
• stress management

. . . Quality Copying, Printing and Design

• relationship issues

Swedish
Massage
375-0636a relaxing hour

A WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS

• assertiveness training
• career & life planning

207 16th Street, Pacific Grove

Couples

Individuals

373-8273

Groups

lic# mm-16208

AUTO CENTRE
SALES & LEASING, INC.
Dr. Erika Alison Schwarzwald
Preventive & Maintenance Chiropractic Care
(408)373-6004

ALL MAKES•ALL MODELS

550 Lighthouse Avenue. Suite E

Monterey, CA 93940

t

OFFERING A PERSONALIZED APPROACH
TO CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH SERVICES:

Ellen Gundlach
... can now offer you a dignified way to buy or
lease your new car without the high pressure
tactics of the dealership environment. All
makes and models with all the equipment and
features you want.

•

spinal, cranial and extremity adjustments

•

soft tissue restructuring

•

postural intergration

•

supportive exercise

•

nutritional counseling

•

stress management

*90.3fivW

KAZU

PACIFIC

GROVE, CALIF

it will be a great day
when
our schools
get all the money

they need
and the air force
has to hold
a bake sale
to buy a
bomber

Auto Centre Sales & Leasing, Inc

1658 Fremont Blvd., Suite B, Seaside

899-1800
Castroville Chiropractic Clinic

Dr. Mollv Edwards

VOGUE STUDIO

Chiropractor

408-633-4067

11282 Merritt St.
Castroville. CA 95012
Castroville Station
Shopping Center

PHOTOGRAPHY BY FLOSSIE STOWELL
649 5328

227 GRAND AVENUE PACIFIC GROVE CA 93950

BARBARA LICHT-GREENBERG
MARRIAGE & FAMILY COUNSELOR

Katherine E. Stoner
Michelle A. Welsh
Peggy A. Schmidt

“We are constantly invited to be what we are”
HENRY D/WID THOREAU

Therapy: a chance to explore your possibilities.

ATTORNEY AT LAW
STONER. WELSH and SCHMIDT
229 17th Street
P.O. Drawer H
Pacific Grove, CA 93950

Telephone
(408) 373-1993

“IQUIT
SMOKING

1010 CASS STREET-D9 MONTEREY, CA 93940 • 375-8111

4 LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

the Bagel Bakery

Because I
Love My Baby

Throw away your favorite ash tray
and replace it with this sign.

Karen West, M.A.
Feminist Therapy

Pacific Grove - 1180C Forest - 649-6272
Monterey - 201 Lighthouse - 649-1714
Salinas - 969 West Alisal - 758-0280
Carmel -173 Crossroads
Highway 1 & Rio Rd. - 625-5180

BAGELS • BAGEL SANDWICHES • BEVERAGES • DESSERTS
Dine in or take out — the finest on the Peninsula . . . and always fresh.

375-8069
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R etrospective
A

This issue marks the end of our seven year
existence. As a way of saying goodbye, we present
this look at our history, starting on page 5.

